ACSA Captains Meeting – January 9th, 2013

7:07 after debate about stragglers, meeting called to order

Minutes from previous meeting offered in email, in print, adopted by captains.

Alissa couldn’t make it, but wants us all to know she’s thinking about is.

Marcus and Thomas encouraged anyone interested to sign up for the 2013 Copa Esperanza – to be held February 16th at NEMP. Last year was a lot of fun and led to a donation of $5000 to local charities Villa Esperanza and Casa Marianella.

Marcus went over the forfeit rules, match day responsibilities for teams, and penalties fees – no discussion or questions.

Went over the Spring schedule and proposed Summer schedule – no discussion or questions.

Thomas, for Heather, said that there were going to be changes made to the website and Ateamo in the future.

There were group discussions about:
- Girl Goals – Discussed penalty girl goals, but status quo remains for now.
- Trophies – One captain suggested trophies. Marcus reminded everyone that there is a credit given instead of trophies, but if enough captains wanted trophies, a change could be made. No action was taken.
- Photos – A captain suggested more pictures of teams to be added to the Facebook page and website. General consensus was had and Thomas volunteered to grab some shots throughout the season and try to take pictures of all of the teams.

7:30pm meeting closed